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Welcome to Chief Leschi School
Welcome to Chief Leschi School! We are incredibly excited to begin our 22nd year here at Chief
Leschi School.
We are a school of excellence. We will honor traditions through our cultural programs and build
upon our academic successes. As part of our Whole Child commitment, we integrate Social and
Emotional Learning opportunities and reinforce positive behaviors through our traditional ways
and Restorative Practices.
We look forward to our partnership where we will continue to empower our students to embrace
their traditional ways and achieve excellence.
Make this a fabulous year!

Chief Leschi School does not discriminate on the basis of sex, race, creed, religion, color,
national origin, age, honorably discharged veteran or military status, sexual orientation including
gender expression or identity, the presence of any sensory, mental, or physical disability.
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General Information
Behavior Expectations
Chief Leschi School has three overarching guidelines. These are:
 Show Respect
 Solve Problems
 Make Good Choices
Elders Panel
As part of Chief Leschi’s effort to support the whole child, an Elders Panel is available to intervene on behalf of
students in cases of attendance and behavior. As attendance and behavior challenges arise, Lodge Leaders can
refer students to the Elders Panel for a meeting to determine what additional supports and interventions might
be necessary in order for students to be successful at Chief Leschi. The Elders Panel may invite family, teachers,
the school resource officer, or any others they feel would be beneficial to the student’s success to participate in
the conversation.

Athletics
Please see Athletic Handbook at the end of this Handbook

Attendance
Chief Leschi School faculty, administration and community believe that regular and punctual attendance at
school is vitally important for students to achieve maximum benefit from our school programs and to be college
and career ready. Student mastery of course content and achievement of academic objectives through
participation in class activities and student/ teacher interaction are of extreme importance.
Definition of Absent or Absence
A student is absent when the student is not physically present on school grounds and/or not participating in
the following activities at an approved location*:
i.
Instruction;
ii.
Any instruction-related activity; or
iii.
Any other district or school approved activity that is regulated by an instructional/academic
accountability system such as participation in district-sponsored sports.
*A student skipping class but still on campus is considered absent.
An absence is defined as fifty percent or more of the student’s scheduled day or class period.

Excused Absence
An absence due to illness, bereavement, doctor's appointment, family emergency, religious or cultural related
event may be excused. Absences for appointments must have a note from the providing agency to be excused.
Other absences may be excused by using a pre-arranged absence sheet from the Attendance Office. Students
who are absent for three or more days may request that homework be collected from the student’s teachers.
Requests for homework should be made through the office.
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Truancy
Students are expected to be in school each day. Students are considered truant when they are:
 Absent from school or class without the knowledge and consent of the parent(s) or guardian(s).
 Absent from the school or class once arriving on the campus without the knowledge and consent of the
school.

Tardy
A student is tardy to class when he or she arrives at class after the scheduled start time. Students who arrive at
school after school begins must check in at the office before going to class. All students should enter and exit
through main doors. Main doors are located at either office. Chronic tardiness will be addressed with behavior
interventions, supports, and/or logical consequences.

Planned absence with parent and school approval
In some cases, certain experiences may provide the student with valuable educational exposure. In all such cases,
prior arrangements must be made for an approved planned absence. The student may pick up a Planned
Absence form from the office. The form must include the student’s first and last name and the dates the student
will be absent from school. The student must also get signatures from all of his/her teachers, their grade level
Lodge Director and their parent/guardian. Once the form is completed, it is to be turned in to the attendance
office prior to the date(s) of the planned absence. It is the student’s responsibility to ensure all work is made
up in a timely manner.

Early Dismissal
Excused Absence Policies apply to early dismissals and will add to cumulative absence totals.
Any time a student is at school and leaves before the end of his or her regularly scheduled school day, it is an
early dismissal. Students must check out of school through the office prior to leaving, or they will be considered truant.
The office will verify that they have proper parent/guardian permission. Students with an approved early
dismissal must leave campus at the dismissal time. If they remain on campus, they will be considered truant if
they are not in their scheduled classes.

Emancipation
Students may not write their own attendance notes unless they are legally emancipated (Tribal, State, Federal
Law) and receive approval from the Lodge Leader

Consequences for Absenteeism and Unexcused Absences
Action Steps (per Semester)
After each Absence
After 3 Absences

After 5 Absences

Parents receive an automated message.
 Phone call (letter sent if contact is not made)
o Included in the phone call and letter will be an offer
to set a meeting with school officials to discuss a
plan to address barriers to attendance and working
on possible interventions.
 Attendance Letter and phone call
o These will include same information as above, as
well as a meeting time for parent/guardian and
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student to meet with school officials. The meeting
will address:
 Barriers to attendance
 Interventions
 An attendance contract
After 7 Absences



Student and parent/guardian referred to the Elders Panel

After 10 Absences
(20 sessions at
Elementary, or 70
periods at Secondary)



Student (if 16 or older) or the parent/guardian (if student is
under 16) will be referred to the Student Resource Officer
and the prosecutor
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Bus Transportation
Expectations for Students transported on School Vehicles
To ensure the safe transport of all students on Chief Leschi vehicles, it is mandatory that they follow the rules
below. This includes the time they are waiting at the bus stop before the bus arrives to pick them up. Violation
of these rules may result in disciplinary action up to and including suspension from bus riding privileges.
1.

Cooperate with the bus driver at all times. Students must identify themselves to the driver when asked
to do so. Students must show courtesy and respect to the bus driver the same as they do to their teacher.

2.

Proper classroom conduct is expected on the school bus. Ordinary conversation with appropriate
language is expected. Students must remain seated and in the seat belt if one is available while the bus
is in motion at all times for their safety and the safety of others on the bus.

3.

In the event that students are assign to a seat on the bus, they must stay in their assigned seat during the
entire route. Seat assignments are sometimes necessary when there are disciplinary issues on the bus.

4.

Students need to help the driver keep the bus clean by throwing all refuse items in the garbage can in
the front of the bus or taking refuse items off the bus with them.

5.

Windows must remain shut unless permission is obtained from the driver to open them. In the event
that the driver gives permission, students must keep all items inside the bus such as heads, arms or
garbage, etc. Windows may not be below the 3rd notch.

6.

Eating and drinking on the bus is not allowed for the safety of the passengers. Special arrangements to
have food and drink are sometimes approved for extracurricular field trips when other arrangements are
not available.

7.

Weapons are never allowed in the passenger compartment of a school bus. Items with sharp, pointed
or jagged edges must not be brought on the bus for the safety of all the passengers. Large or bulky items
must not block the aisle or the emergency exits at any time. Incendiary devices such as fireworks,
matches, lighters, gasoline, ammunition, firearms or any other containers that have flammable materials
in them are not allowed on the bus at any time. This includes all aerosol cans.

8.

Damaging of school property such as bus seats or broken windows may result in disciplinary action as
well as restitution must be made.

9.

Tobacco, Alcohol or drugs or any possession of these items will result in immediate disciplinary action.

10.

Students must ride their regularly assigned bus to their designated stop unless permission to change
has been approved by a school official. For their safety, students must always cross the street in front of
the bus, never behind. Students must wait for the driver to signal that it is clear to cross the street. All
elementary students must be met by a responsible adult.

11.

Animals are not permitted on the school bus unless it is a therapy animal.

12.

The bus will wait no longer than 2 minutes at each bus stop to give the students time to gather their
books and backpacks and get out the door to the bus. Students need to be ready to board their bus at the
assigned stop time. If the bus is already running late, it may only stop, set the brake and turn on the red
lights then check for the child to come out of their house. This procedure would give your child the time
to get out the door so the driver knows they are going to ride the bus. If you do not know the assigned
bus stop time, please contact the transportation office at 253-445-4000 for the assigned time. If the bus
leaves the stop prior to the assigned time you need to call transportation immediately and we will send
the bus back. If the bus is too far along route, we may have to send back a bus after they drop off at the
school so the majority of the students are on time to school. If the bus left your stop 2 minutes past the
assigned time, we will not be able to have the bus return. Not all stops are in a safe location for the bus
to wait 2 minutes past the pick-up time but this information should be shared with you by the bus driver
so you know that your child/children need to be ready right on time. If all buses wait a full 2 minutes
at each stop, the bus will be late to school for all the students which will cause a disruption in their
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educational time so it is important that you have students ready to board the bus when it arrives. Buses
may be delayed for many reasons such as traffic, other students not ready on time, student behavioral
concerns, etc. It is not always possible unless you are the first stop for the bus to be right on time as these
are reasons beyond our control so please be patient.
13.

Our buses are equipped with GPS systems which allows us to see the path each bus travels and the
time they stop at each bus stop. This also allows you to see the bus coming to your bus stop on all
mornings except late start using an app on your smart phone. If you are interested in information on
how to set this up talk to your bus driver and he/she can bring you the instructions to set it up or contact
the transportation office and we can guide you through the process. The app will not work on late start
as the routes in our software are set at the regular start time and does not accommodate the change in
time.

Circle Expectations
Circle is an important priority at Chief Leschi School. It encompasses our cultural values and enables students
to experience and celebrate Native culture. There are universal expectations for circle behavior. These are
outlined below.

Students Show Respect By




Removing hats and standing during honor songs
o With the exception of elders or hats with eagle feathers
Remaining silent while a speaker has the floor
Being considerate of Circle starting time

Students Make Good Choices By




Keeping cell phones put away
Sitting in designated areas (bleachers)
Attending and participating

Students Solve Problems By





Abstaining respectfully, if choosing not to participate
Voices should be kept low or off
Encouraging kindly (and leading by example with participating)
Sitting silently, or actively participating
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Graduation Requirements
The Chief Leschi School diploma and the ability to participate in the graduation ceremony will be awarded
to students who have met the Washington State graduation requirements:




Earn the required high school credits for your graduation year
Complete a High School & Beyond Plan
Pass state tests or approved alternatives to those tests

These requirements may be changed by the state. For more information, visit:
www.k12.wa.us/GraduationRequirements
All curricula are in alignment with the Washington State Standards in preparation for the Smarter Balanced state
assessment.
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Graduation Worksheet
Student Name: ________________________________________________
Subject/Credits
Required
ENGLISH
4.0 credits

MATHEMATICS
3.0 credits

Use this worksheet to track your credits
X=Earned
.5
ELA 9

.5
ELA 9

.5
ELA 10

.5
ELA 10

.5
Algebra I

.5
Algebra I

.5
Geometry

.5
Geometry

3.0 credits

.5
Biology

SOCIAL
STUDIES

.5 WA ST
Indian
Sovereignty

.5
World
History

.5
World
History

.5
US History

.5
Health

.5
Fitness

.5
Fitness

.5
Fitness

HEALTH
.5 credits

.5
ELA 11

.5
ELA 12

.5
ELA 12

.5
Algebra II

.5
Algebra II

3.0
.5
Physical
Science

3.0 credits

.5
ELA 11

4.0

.5
Physical
Science

SCIENCE

Total
Credits
Earned

.5
Biology

.5

.5

3.0
.5
US History

.5
Civics

3.0

2.0

FITNESS
1.5 credits

OCCUPATIONAL

.5

.5

1.0 credits

Language

1.0
.5

.5

.5

.5

2.0 credits
(Both can be
PPW)

FINE ARTS

2.0
.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

2.0 credits
(1.0 can be PPW)

ELECTIVES

2.0
.5

.5

.5

.5

.

4.0

Please note that
any course can
be used as an
elective.

_________

All your credits earned should add up to: Total = 24.0

*Students are required to earn a total of 24 credits and meet standard on the Smarter Balanced English exam and pass End of Course
Algebra I or Geometry (or Smarter Balanced Math exam) to be eligible for graduation from Chief Leschi Schools.
STATE EXAMS



Smarter Balanced English Exam

High School and Beyond
Plan



Met





Smarter Balanced Math Exam
OR
End of Course Exam
Alg I or  Geometry

Additional subjects necessary beyond high school graduation for admission to a Washington State
College/University. * For private schools, please check their website for specific requirements




Two years of the same world language (three recommended)
Pre-Calculus or a math based quantitative course during your senior year
One year of an algebra based science such as chemistry or physics
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Student Rights and Responsibilities
Students contribute to a quality learning experience by coming to class every day with a positive attitude,
personal integrity, and a commitment to making good choices.

Student Rights
Students have many legal rights and liberties. School Board policies and regulations provide students many
privileges as well, according to their ages and maturity levels. Students may exercise these rights and privileges
as long as they do not interfere with the rights of others or the schools’ ability to provide a safe learning
environment.
Chief Leschi students have the right to…
 Attend a safe, welcoming school and belong to a community that values and promotes learning.
 Expect courtesy, fairness, and respect from school staff members and other students.
 Expect that all property will be safe and not damaged.
 Express opinions freely through speech, assembly, petition, and other lawful means.
 Advocate for change in any law, policy, or regulation.
 Present a complaint to teachers, counselors, or Lodge Leader if the actions, inactions, or decisions made by
a school official do not seem to be in the best interest of the student, and to expect a response.
 Present a complaint to the Superintendent if not satisfied with the resolution of a complaint presented to a
Lodge Leader, and to expect a response.

Student Responsibilities
Chief Leschi expects students to balance expression of their rights with observance of their responsibilities. Even
the youngest children can demonstrate accountability by treating others fairly and following the rules.
 Attend school regularly and on time, and follow assigned schedules.
 Follow rules, procedures, and processes.
 Dress appropriately for a K-12 educational environment.
 Respect the authority of staff members.
 Respect the rights and property of others.
 Respect others’ beliefs and differences.
 Refrain from using words, images, or gestures that are obscene, violent, disruptive, or disrespectful.
 Resolve disputes peacefully.
 Refrain from bullying or hurting other students.
 Tell school staff members about any behavior that may cause danger to anyone.
The Rules of Student Conduct apply to students at all times:
 In school buildings
 On school grounds
 On buses and other school vehicles
 At bus stops
 Behavior which affects students going to or returning from school
 At school and school-related activities both on and off school property
 Off school property and outside school hours if the conduct is detrimental to the school, adversely affects
school discipline, or results in a criminal charge or conviction
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Chief Leschi Behavior Flow Chart
This flow chart will be used as a model for managing student behaviors.
Administrators may modify steps when necessary based on recurrence and/or the level of behavior(s).

Observe Problem Behavior
Staff
Managed Behaviors

Administrator
Managed Behaviors
Determine if
the behavior is
Staff or Admin
managed

Step 1
Re-Direct Student
Behaviors

Step 2
Re-teach appropriate
behavior expectations
(with student practice)

Step 3
Student should take a
break and “reset” if
needed. Re-teach
appropriate behavior
and hold restorative
conference regarding
behavior and/or
institute logical
consequence

Step 4
Sent Student to Buddy
Room, Zen room or
Lodge Elder with
Reflection sheet.
Contact home

Staff
Managed Behaviors

Administrator
Managed Behaviors

Absence (up to 3)

Abusive language

Cheating

Drug, alcohol, tobacco
offences

Computer Misuse

Exceptional Misconduct

Disrespect or Disruption
(classroom, school, bus)

Fighting/Physical
Aggression

Disruptive clothing or
appearance

Harassment

False information
and/or accusations

Step 2
Administration will
conference with student
regarding behavior

Step 3
Administration
determines & assigns
consequence/restoration
according to policy.

Leaving School Grounds

Forgery

Out of bounds/running
from staff

Gambling

Theft

Inappropriate Language

Threat, intimidation or
bullying

Inciting or participating
in a school disturbance

Step 4
Administration will
contact guardian and
provide the teacher with
feedback.

Truancy

Insubordination

Vandalism

Leaving Class

Weapons or dangerous
items

Misconduct
Step 5
Call office or send
student to
Administrator with
Behavior Referral

Step 1
Notify office of major
infraction. Complete
Behavior Referral

Step 5
Incident put in system

Step 6
Refer to SST and/or
Elders Panel if
interventions do not
increase desired
behavior

Off-task behaviors
Plagiarism
Property misuse
Tardiness
Work Refusal
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CLS Standards of Student Conduct: Levels of Intervention and/or Consequences
Progressive Discipline at Chief Leschi can include, but is not limited to, the following options:
Level

Options
Classroom Level Interventions and Consequences
If these interventions are successful, referral to an administrator may not be necessary.

A

Guided student resolution
In-class time-out and/or take a break
Loss of privileges (logical connection to behavior)
Reinforcement of appropriate behavior
Reminder and/or redirection

Re-teach expectations and skills
Seat change
Teacher conference with student
Warning
Written reflection about incident

Staff use the following interventions based on specific behavior or when the above responses have
not been effective. Parent involvement is desired.
If these interventions are successful, a referral to an administrator may not be necessary.
Confiscation of item
Conflict resolution with counselor
Parent accompany student to school or classes
Parent, student, and teacher contract

Peer mediation/mentoring
Phone call, email and/or letter to parent
Supervised time-out outside of classroom
Teacher conference with parent

When earlier interventions are not effective, or behavior is extremely disruptive,
the student is referred to an Administrator. Additional school-based consequences may apply.

B

Alternative Instructional Arrangement
Alternative Program Referral (Parental Support)
Behavior Progress Report
Campus Clean-Up
Community Service
Volunteer Work for Restitution
Conference with Parent, Teacher & Admin
Functional Behavior Assessment
Referral to:
Community-Based Services
Counselor
Drug & Alcohol Assessment
Intervention Program

Restorative Justice Conference
Restricted Activity
*Suspension:
In-School (1/2 Day Or More)
Out of School (Up To 10 Days)
*Suspension or Loss of Privileges:
Activities or Sports
Bus
Computer
Parking
Personal Device
Threat Assessment
Warrior Success Time

Exceptional Misconduct - may be subject to consequences from School and Law Enforcement
C

Emergency Services
*Emergency Exclusion
*Expulsion

Law Enforcement
School Resource Officer
*Suspension for more than 10 days

*See Appeals Process and Timelines in Appendix A
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Academic Honesty
Plagiarism is the taking of language, ideas, or thoughts from another person or source, and representing them
as original work. Students are not to plagiarize (physically or electronically) by using another person’s ideas in
words, artwork, computations, projects, models, etc., and indicating it was their own; use notes, texts, electronic
devices, or memory aids during tests when instructed otherwise; steal or knowingly use test master copies or
teacher answer keys to get information before or during a test; or knowingly allow another person to use their
work as if it were their own. This includes copying or allowing someone else to copy any assignments.
Electronically refers to the use of the Internet or other computer accessed digital reference sources. Any
violations of academic honesty will be subject to disciplinary action. Consequences will be determined at the
time of offense and may vary by class policy or circumstance.

Accident Reports
Every accident in the school building, on the school grounds, at practice sessions or at any activity or event
sponsored by the school must be reported immediately to the staff in charge and to the school office.

Assault
A student shall not physically or verbally attack another person. Play fighting is not allowed.

Cafeteria and Commons
Cooperation of all students in keeping the cafeteria & student commons clean and orderly is essential. Students
who leave items or garbage on the tables or floors may be given cleaning assignments and/or loss of privileges.
Throwing food or other willful acts of disruption will result in progressive discipline, which could include after
school clean up assignments or other school discipline.

Cell Phones and Electronic Devices
The use of personal cell phones, tablets, and other electronic devices are strictly prohibited on campus. When
students bring an electronic device on campus, the student/parent assumes all risks/liability in the event of loss,
theft or damage. Devices are to be silenced and placed in a Yondr bag and stored out of sight upon entering
school grounds. Cell phones and electronic devices not stored in a Yondr bag may be held in the office for parent
pick up.
The only exception is: a student has an IEP that allows for the use of electronics as an accommodation.
Occasionally a parent/guardian may need to communicate with a student. We recognize this. The following
should be followed in communication with students during the school day.
o Parents should call the office (253. 445.6000) to leave a message for the student
o Please understand that students are not allowed to respond to communication on their electronic
devices while they are on campus.
Consequences when an electronic device is improperly used at CLS:
 Teacher/staff sends student to lodge leader for logical consequence such as:
 Keeping phone until parent picks it up.
 Behavior contract stating that the phone will not come on campus at all to avoid further
progressive discipline.
Students are not to use technology devices including, but not limited to, cameras, cell phones, portable
entertainment systems or other devices in a manner that disrupts the educational process, invades the privacy
or rights of others, or violates district policy or school rules. Use of technology devices to take photos, video, or
15

audio recording will not be permitted in bathrooms or locker rooms. Possession or distribution of passwords
other than the student’s own is prohibited.

Closed Campus
Students shall remain on school grounds from scheduled time of arrival to departure, unless officially excused
or dismissed. Students are not to remain at school after normal dismissal time unless they are participating in a
scheduled activity or under teacher or school supervision.
Any student leaving the campus between 8:00 am and 3:25 pm must follow the approved early dismissal process
and must sign out through the office. Students who leave the campus during the school day without permission
are in violation of the closed campus rule and could be searched by security and/or administration. Student and
staff parking lots and other unsupervised locations are considered off campus during school hours.

Defiant/Non-Compliant/Insubordination
All students must follow direct instructions of every staff member. When a staff member makes a reasonable
request to ensure the safety of students, to keep the learning environment intact, or to have a student follow a
school rule, the student must comply and follow the request. Students who understand the request and refuse
to follow it will be considered non-compliant and subject to progressive discipline.

Destruction of Property/Vandalism
If a student injures or defaces property belonging to a school, contractor, employee or another student, will be
subject to progressive discipline and restitution may be requested.

Digital Resources
We offer access through digital resources to library materials, databases and the internet. Digital resources offer
significant opportunities to enhance a student’s education. We use internet filtering for all computers networked
in school facilities. However, it is not possible for our schools to completely limit access to materials with
inappropriate content. Therefore, it is important that each student’s parent or guardian carefully consider and
make an informed decision concerned whether to permit his/her child(ren) to have access to our digital
resources including the internet.
With this educational opportunity also comes responsibility. It is important that parents and students read and
discuss the Acceptable Use Policy for Digital Resources. In using the digital resources, students accept the
responsibility to:
 Use the digital resources for educational purposed only.
 Abide by federal/state laws.
 Adhere to school guidelines on use of the network and notify staff prior to using the internet.
 Use good behavior just as in a classroom or hallway; general school rules for behavior and
communication apply.
 Respect school property and be responsible in the use of the hardware and software; do not destroy
modify, delete, or add software to school computers without permission/ do not interfere or disrupt
other users, services or equipment, including disrupting unsolicited advertising.
 Use digital resources in a legal, moral and ethical manner; do not use digital resources for illegal,
harassing, antisocial or indecent purposed; do not access or process obscene pornographic or other
inappropriate materials.
We reserve the right to review and monitor activity on the network for responsible use consistent with our
Acceptable Use Policy for Digital Resources and Regulation and to remove a user’s privilege to access the
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network at any time the school determines that the user is engaged in unauthorized activity or violation.
Disciplinary action, if any, shall be consistent.
We provide access to the school’s digital resources for its students. If you want the school not to allow your child
access to the internet, you should notify the office in writing.

Discrimination Complaint Procedure





Purpose: This procedure is to secure equitable solutions to discrimination complaints at the lowest
possible administrative level.
Definition: A complaint is a claim based upon alleged violation of state or federal laws, executive orders
or regulations prohibiting discriminations on the basis of race, religion, color, national origin or ancestry,
sex, gender identity, sexual orientation, age, marital status or veteran status or disability.
Procedure: Complaints shall be processed as rapidly as possible. The numbers of days indicated at each
step shall be considered as maximum and every effort shall be made to expedite the process. Time limits
may be extended by mutual consent. A letter confirming any extension will be sent. If mutual agreement
to a timeline extension is not reached, the complainant may immediately appeal to the next level.

Level One: When a student has a complaint as defined in the regulation, he/she should report complaint
to their Lodge Leader. Every effort shall be made to solve the complaint at this level in an informal
manner. In all instances, the Lodge Leader shall notify the Director of Student Services and
Superintendent that a complaint has been filed.
Whenever possible, a written complaint shall be submitted. Within thirty (30) working days after the
complaint is received, the Lodge Leader shall render a decision in writing and mail it to the complainant.
Should the complainant determine the decision is unsatisfactory, he/she has ten (10) working days after
the receipt of the written response to proceed to level two.
Level Two: An appeal may be made by filing the complaint and all correspondence from level one with
the superintendent. Within fifteen (15) working days after receipt of the grievance, the superintendent
or designee shall meet with the complainant in an effort to resolve the matter. Within thirty (30) days
working days after the meeting, the decision of the superintendent or his/her designee shall be rendered
in writing and mailed to the complainant. Should the complainant determine the decision is
unsatisfactory, he/she has ten (10) working days after the receipt of the written response to proceed to
level three.
Level Three: An appeal may be made to the president of the school board. The board shall review the
complaint and may establish a hearing to review the case. The board has thirty (30) working days to
render a decision. The complainant will be notified in writing of the board’s decision. If the complaint is
not resolved with the school, the complainant may contact any of the following agencies: Office for Civil
Rights or Bureau of Indian Education. Any settlement of the complaint shall be applicable to that
complaint only and shall not be binding authority for the disposition of any other complaint.

Dress Code
School is an educational space, and dress is a reflection of the learning environment. While students are welcome
to express personality through appearance, the following guidelines must be observed.
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Cover all undergarments and private areas (including torso).
Ensure that your face is visible.
Gang related dress, or anything referring to violence or groups that divide our community are
prohibited.
References to any drug, including alcohol and tobacco, are prohibited.
Provocative, lewd, or profane references in any dress are prohibited.
Clothing and appearance may not cause any disruption to the educational progress.
Clothing and appearance may not pose any health or safety issue to any student or staff member.
Dresses, skirts or shorts may be no shorter than fingertip length. Tights, leggings or other types of hosiery
must be accompanied by a fingertip length or longer top or dress.
Tank tops should be approximately 1” wide at the shoulder to cover undergarments.

Staff discretion will apply to student appearance while on school grounds or at school-related events, the above
guidelines provide the basis of our school’s expectations toward dress and appearance.

Driving
Any student driving a motor vehicle to school must register the vehicle with the office. Students driving vehicles
to school must comply with all provisions governing the use of motor vehicles in the state of Washington.
Students may not visit vehicles during school hours.

Drug/Alcohol/Paraphernal Possession; Use, Sale, Distribution, Trade and/or Transfer
A student shall not possess paraphernalia, be under the influence of, nor sell, distribute, trade or transfer
alcoholic beverages, illegal, and/or other mind-altering drugs or substances.

Entering Buildings
All students should enter the building through the main office doors and the doors which open through the
sacred circle. All other exterior doors remain locked to ensure campus safety. To ensure the safety of all students
and staff, students should not open these locked doors for anyone. All guests and all students arriving late
should check in through the office.

Fighting or Causing Physical Injury
Mutual combat in which both parties have contributed to the situation by verbal or physical action. A student
shall not intentionally cause or attempt to cause physical injury or intentionally behave in such a way as could
reasonably cause physical injury to any person.

Fighting/Supporting or Instigating
Students shall not move to view or watch a fight, congregate around to view or watch a fight, verbally support,
promote/advertise a pending fight, encourage students who are fighting, or recording a fight. Placing images
or recordings of students fighting on a social media site will be subject to immediate discipline. Discussing fights
that occur off or on school grounds is also prohibited while at school or school related events.

Food, Drink, and Gum
Food or drinks (other than water) should only be in the classroom when provided or approved by a teacher for
a class activity. Students must leave snacks in their bags and eat them before school, during passing period,
during lunch, or after school, unless provided by the teacher.
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In addition to no longer allowing homemade or home-baked food items to be served to students or staff
members at any school building, all foods and snacks provided to students as a shared snack during school
hours must be store bought and display an ingredient label for food allergen verification.
Students may not have food delivered to the school during the school day. Food is available during meal times
by our cafeteria staff. Secondary students may purchase food and drinks from the student store during their
lunch period, never during passing periods or class time. Gum is prohibited in pre-K through 5th grade.
Students are expected to clean up after themselves, regardless of when, where, or what is eaten.
Take care of our school!

Forgery
Students will not sign another person’s name to any paper, absence note or other school document which
requires an official signature.

Gang Activity
A student shall not knowingly engage in gang activity on school grounds. A gang is defined as a group of three
or more persons with identifiable leadership which, on an ongoing basis, regularly conspires and acts in concert
mainly for criminal purposes.

Hallways
Students are expected to exhibit appropriate behavior in the hallways and breezeways. Students will walk and
use appropriate voice levels at all times. Mutual respect among students in hallways and about the campus
contributes to a sense of pride and respect for the school in general.
Students are required to have hall passes any time they are in the hall during class time. During lunch, students
are not to be in hallways of buildings as it may disturb classes that are in session. Lunches will be served in the
cafeteria or other designated location. Lunch may be eaten in the cafeteria, Four Season’s hallway, student
commons and the courtyard. Eating in the courtyard is subject to students keeping it free from litter, and when
it is not kept clean, the privilege of eating in the courtyard, Four Season’s hallway, or student commons will be
suspended. All other areas of campus are off limits during lunches.

Harassment, Discrimination and Bullying


Discrimination
State and federal law prohibits discrimination. Chief Leschi School complies with all non-discrimination
rules and regulations and does not permit discrimination against students on the basis of race, color,
national origin, gender, gender identity, sexual orientation, age, religion, marital status, or disability.
This holds true for all students who are participating in educational programs and/or extracurricular
school activities, as well as all staff, including guest teachers. Complaints are taken seriously and can be
filed through the main offices.
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Harassment, Intimidation, and Bullying Speech
All students have the right to feel safe, both physically and emotionally. No one shall be subjected to
harassment at school for any reason. Chief Leschi School require that all individuals be treated with
respect and consideration regardless of race, color, marital status, sexual orientation, national origin,
creed, religion, gender identity or expression, age, or disability. Acts of harassment, hostility, or
defamation, whether verbal, written, or physical will not be tolerated and will constitute grounds for
disciplinary action. This includes cyber bullying. Legal agencies may be contacted.
As defined by the Washington State Legislature, "Harassment, intimidation, or bullying" means any
intentional electronic, written, verbal, or physical act, including but not limited to one shown to be
motivated by any characteristic in or other distinguishing characteristics, when the intentional electronic,
written, verbal, or physical act, directed at race, color, religion, ancestry, national origin, gender, sexual
orientation, or mental or physical disability): (Tribal, State, Federal Law)
o
o

o

Physically harms a student or damages the student's property; or
Has the effect of substantially interfering with a student's education; or
Is so severe, persistent, or pervasive that it creates an intimidating or threatening educational
environment; or
Has the effect of substantially disrupting the orderly operation of the school.
Nothing in this section requires the affected student to possess a characteristic that is a basis
for
the harassment, intimidation, or bullying. (Tribal, State, Federal Law)

“Intentional Acts” refers to the individual’s choice to engage in the act rather than the ultimate impact of the
action.
Harassment, intimidation, or bullying can take many forms including, but not limited to slurs, rumors, jokes,
innuendos, demeaning comments, drawings, cartoon, pranks, gestures, physical attacks, threats, or other
written, verbal, physical, or electronically transmitted messages or images. Many behaviors that do not rise
to the level of harassment, intimidation, or bullying may still be prohibited by other district policies or
building, classroom, or program rules.



Sexual Harassment

Any unwanted sexual attention which makes a student uncomfortable or interferes with his or her
educational opportunities or ability to do work. More specifically, sexual harassment includes any unwanted
sexual attention, both verbal and nonverbal. Be aware that sexual harassment may be treated as a criminal
act.
Every report of sexual harassment will be investigated in a sensitive manner. In determining whether the
alleged conduct constitutes sexual harassment or the more severe sexual misconduct, the totality of the
circumstances, the nature of the harassment and the context in which the alleged incidents occurred will be
investigated.

Health Room
Students who are ill should request a hall pass from the teacher for admittance to the health center. Emergencies
should be reported immediately.

Interview, Custody of Students
On occasion, it is necessary for law enforcement officers or Child Protective Services, (CPS), authorities to
interview students or take them into custody during school hours.
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Littering
Littering or the willful discarding of garbage, including such things as pop cans, food containers, candy
wrappers, etc., onto floors, grounds or other surfaces instead of into garbage cans will not be tolerated and
violators will be subject to progressive discipline.

Logical Consequences
The use of logical consequences is one part of an approach to discipline used in the Responsive Classroom. It's
a powerful way of responding to children's misbehavior that not only is effective in stopping the behavior but
is respectful of children and helps them to take responsibility for their actions.

Lost & Found
Unclaimed items found by students around the school shall be turned in to the main office. Unclaimed items
may be donated to charity by CLS after an extended period of time.
If a student believes he or she has lost something at school, it is the student’s responsibility to come to the office
to report the loss and check the Lost & found. A student wishing to check the Lost & Found will be asked to
identify the lost object by accurately describing it to a staff member, who will then check the Lost & Found
storage. Lost & Found items will only be returned to the owner of the item.

Materials Publication Distribution
Students are entitled to express in writing their personal opinions. The distribution of such materials shall not
interfere with or disrupt the educational process. Such written expressions must be signed by the authors.
Students who edit, publish or distribute handwritten, printed or duplicated matter among their fellow students
within the school must assume responsibility for the content of such publication.
Plagiarism, obscenity, lewdness, vulgarity, profanity and personal attacks are prohibited in all publications.
All publications intended to be distributed on school property must be submitted first to the Lodge Leader for
approval and regulation regarding time, place and manner.
Commercial solicitation will not be allowed on school property at any time unless authorized by the Lodge
Leader.

Notification of Threats of Violence or Harm
Individual-directed threat of violence or harm are communications that create fear of physical harm to a specific
individual or individuals, communicated directly or indirectly by any means.
Building-directed threats of violence or harm are direct or indirect communications by any means of the intent
to cause damage to a school building or school property (e.g., bombs threats), or to harm students, employees,
volunteers, patrons or visitors. We will address threats of violence or harm in a manner consistent with a
comprehensive safe-school plan.
Students and school employees who are subjects of threats of violence or harm shall be notified of the threats in
a timely manner. Timing and details of the notice will be as extensive as permitted by the federal Family
Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), other legal limitations and the circumstances.
Persons found to have made threats of violence or harm against property, students, employees or others will be
subject to relevant discipline and will be referred to appropriate community agencies, which may include law
enforcement and mental health services. Staff shall work with building and community-based professionals and
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services in all relevant disciplines to address threats of violence or harm, those threatened and those making the
threats.
Necessary information about the person making the threat shall be communicated by Administration to teachers
and staff, including school resource officer. State and federal law provides Chief Leschi School with immunity
from liability for providing notice threats in good faith. Persons who knowingly make false notifications of a
threat are subject to appropriate discipline policies and may be referred for prosecution.

On/Off Campus Events
Students are not to leave the building, athletic fields or grounds during dances, games, field trips or any school
activity and then ask for readmission to these activities. Misbehavior or rules violations at school-related, cocurricular or after school activities may result in school discipline, including suspension from participation in
after school activities for a specified period of time.

Parking
Students must register their car through the secondary office. Once registered, students will receive a placard
that must be hung from the rear-view mirror while in campus. Students are expected to follow all state laws and
school rules. Students are not allowed to go to parked cars for any reason at any time during the school day.
Students must sign out through the office prior to leaving school if leaving before school dismisses for the day.

Personal Property
Students bringing personal property onto school grounds do so at their own risk.
responsibility for lost, damaged or stolen property.

We do not assume

Profanity
Profanity of any kind does not promote a safe, civil, orderly, or productive environment and is prohibited. Any
general profanity will result in disciplinary action. Racial, ethnic or religious slurs and profane, vulgar or lewd
language are not allowed and violators are subject to progressive discipline. This includes all media, clothing,
and language. Profanity that is directed toward a student, staff member, school visitors, or volunteer is subject
to greater disciplinary action.

Progressive Discipline
Students who consistently violate various policies, rules, and regulations will be subject to increasing
disciplinary action, included but not limited to suspension/exclusion.

Public Displays of Affection
Students may not show overt public displays of affection during the school day or at any school event. Kissing,
extended hugging, sitting on laps, groping, etc., are prohibited.

Removing Students from Class
Teachers have the authority to exclude a student from the classroom, (or the instructional or activity area), if
the student is disrupting the educational process, or the student is violating the rules or standards for student
behavior established for that school building. The teacher responsible for supervising the student may exclude
him/her for part of the day, the entire day or until the teacher has conferred with the Lodge Leader. The teacher
must attempt to correct the student before excluding, except in emergency circumstances. The circumstances are
outlined in Tribal, State, Federal Law.
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Restorative Practices
Restorative practices are different from traditional discipline and focus on repairing harm done through
undesirable behavioral choices, rather than on punitive discipline. Examples include cleaning up after making
a mess, serving as a safety officer and teaching other students safe playground behavior after breaking
playground rules, and creating a lesson on cyberbullying to teach younger students after acting as a cyber bully
yourself. These are only a few examples. Restorative discipline is optional. If at any time students or families
decline restorative discipline, traditional consequences would be applied.

Requirements to Identify Self
All persons must, upon request, accurately identify themselves by name to any school staff member or
authorities in the school building, on or adjacent to school grounds, at school-sponsored events or on school
buses. Students failing to do so may receive immediate disciplinary action.

Right to Inspect Curricular Materials
Parents/Guardian have the right to inspect any instructional material that is used as part of the educational
curriculum for their children. Requests to inspect instructional materials should be made to the Teaching for
Learning Department. Staff will schedule a mutually agreeable time for the parents/guardians to inspect the
material within a reasonable time frame.

School Dances
Various social activities, such as dances, are planned periodically throughout the school year. Generally, these
activities are for the members of Chief Leschi School student body only. For some dances approved guests will
be admitted with a pre-arranged guest pass obtained from the office. Hosts must enter the dance with their guest
and will be held responsible for the behavior of their guest.
The behavior standards that apply during the school day also apply at dances. The expectation is that students
display appropriate behavior while at dances, either on the school premises or at off-campus locations. Violating
the school’s dance expectations is grounds for removal from the dance and school discipline.
Students are expected to dress appropriately. The dress code applies to school dances, and students may be
required to fix dress code violations prior to being allowed into the dance.

Sexual Misconduct
Any exploitive act with or to another student including, but not limited to the following handling or touching
the clothing of others to cause an exposure, indecent exposure, sexual contact, i.e., intentional touching of the
sexual or other intimate parts of a student. Sexual misconduct may be treated as a criminal act as defined in
Tribal, State, Federal Law.
Sexual misconduct will be investigated in a sensitive manner. In determining whether the alleged conduct
constitutes sexual misconduct, the totality of the circumstances, the nature of the conduct and the context in
which the alleged incidents occurred will be investigated.

Speech and Assembly
Students are encouraged to verbally express their personal opinions in such a manner and at such times as does
not disrupt or interfere with the educational process or with the freedom of others to express themselves. The
use of obscenities, lewdness, vulgarity, profanity or personal attacks is prohibited. All student meetings on
school property may function only as scheduled and regulated by school authorities.
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Student Organizations
Student organizations are limited to students enrolled at the school and are encouraged if the purposes and
activities are consistent with the educational program and are approved by the building Lodge Leader.

Student Searches
All students possess the right to be secure in their persons, papers and effects against unreasonable searches and
seizures. However, to maintain order and to ensure that school policies and procedures are followed, school
officials are authorized to conduct searches when reasonable cause exists.








Reasonable Cause: Reasonable Cause exists when school employees have information, evidence or
reason to believe that a student has or is violating a school rule, or that the student possesses contraband
or other material that is or has the potential of being harmful to the school environment or school
property.
Motor Vehicles: Motor vehicles driven by students and parked on or immediately adjacent to school
property during regular school hours or during school events are subject to being searched when school
officials have reasonable cause to do so.
General Searches: School officials may make general searches of lockers or desks for purposes including
but not limited to safety, cleanliness, retrieval of school material or violation of school rules. Such general
searches shall not include personal items stored in lockers or desks such as clothing, bags or purses unless
reasonable cause exists. General searches of lockers or desks may also be conducted in situations such as
a bomb threat, traffic in drugs or loss of school materials.
Physical Searches of Students: A limited physical search of a student or the student’s personal effects
may be conducted when there is reasonable cause to do so. In such instances, a minimum of two school
officials must be present of whom at least one must be the same gender as the students.

Failure to permit searches and seizures as provided in this policy will be grounds for short or long-term
suspension, and law enforcement agencies may be contacted when appropriate.

Tardy
Students are tardy if they arrive at class after the scheduled start time. Students who do not arrive at class within
the first 10 minutes of the scheduled start time are considered absent, unexcused.

Theft/Possession of Stolen Property
Theft or possession of stolen property is prohibited and will be reported to the proper authorities. Taking school
or personal property without explicit consent is considered theft.
Students who have had items stolen should report the theft to the office. The school is not responsible for lost or
stolen personal property.

Threatening
Verbally or physically threatening harm is prohibited. This includes verbal arguments that include invitations
to fight, as well as electronic communications. Any threat of violence or harm that creates fear of physical harm
or an intent to cause damage to a school building or property, or to harm students, employees, volunteers,
patrons, or visitors is prohibited.
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Tobacco Products
The district prohibits the use and/or possession of tobacco or vapor products on school grounds. Electronic
cigarettes are considered a tobacco product and are prohibited as well.

Truancy
Students who are not in their designated classes without a pass more than 10 minutes after the final bell rings
will be marked absent unexcused and considered truant. This includes but is not limited to students who leave
the classroom without a hall pass and who are in unassigned locations

Verbal Aggression
Any kind of verbal interaction involving threatening to harm another individual or inviting a fight.

Visitors
All visitors to school buildings and grounds are to be authorized through the main office only. Non-students
who do not have a valid reason to be on campus will be requested to leave. If they refuse, enforcement of the
request will be asked of police authorities. Parents are encouraged to visit the schools; however, they should
check with the school’s Lodge Leader before visiting classes.

Weapons and Instruments
Any elementary or secondary school student who is determined to have carried a firearm onto, or to have
possessed a firearm on, public elementary or secondary school premises, public school-provided transportation,
or areas of facilities while being used exclusively by public schools, shall be expelled from school for not less
than one year under as defined in Tribal, State, Federal Law
A student shall not knowingly possess, handle or transmit any object that can reasonably be considered a
weapon or instrument that may create a danger to self or others, or cause a disruption of the learning
environment. This rule applies to any object of no reasonable use to the pupil at school. In accordance with TRIBAL,
STATE, FEDERAL LAW9.41.280, it is unlawful for a person to carry onto public or private elementary or
secondary school premises, school-provided transportation or areas of facilities while being used exclusively by
public or private schools:



Any firearm, or instrument that appears to be a firearm, in a threatening or dangerous manner; or
Any dangerous weapon as defined in as defined in Tribal, State, Federal Law.

Any violation of the above constitutes grounds for expulsion. An appropriate school authority shall promptly
notify law enforcement and the student’s parent or guardian regarding any allegation or indication of such
violation.

Withholding Grades, Transcripts, and Diplomas
A grade report, transcript or diploma will not be released until a student has made restitution for damages
assessed as a result of losing or damaging school materials or equipment. If a student has transferred to another
school district that has requested the student’s records, but the student has an outstanding fee or fine, only
records pertaining to the student’s academic performance, special placement, immunization history and
discipline actions shall be sent to the enrolling school. The grades, diploma and official transcript will not be
released until the outstanding fee or fine is paid or, if the student and parent are unable to pay the damages,
discharged under a program of voluntary work.
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A Guide to Resolving School Concerns
You are a valuable partner in your student’s educational journey. If you have concerns about your student, we want to talk with you. Sitting down and
talking with the people who interact most often with your student can remedy most concerns. The goal of this procedure is to seek a resolution to a
complaint and restore our positive partnership.
We have both an informal process for responding to your concerns, inquires or complaints. When issues arise, parents/guardians are encouraged to
direct their concerns to the persons most closely involved. However, when the informal process fails to provide resolution, a parent may file a formal
complaint and see review at a higher administrative level. In both processes, the intent is to protect the confidentially and preserve the dignity of
everyone involved.
Informal Process
Formal Process
The first level in resolving concerns and issues is to address them with the
The second level in resolving a concern or complaint is to follow steps as
school staff member who is most closely and directly involved.
outlined in the Empowerment Guide through the use of the Concern Form
Through a process of cooperative agreement, the individuals can most
outlining specific concerns. The administrator will take into consideration
often reach a mutually effective resolution.
the needs of all parties as well as all applicable policies and procedures. In
this process we will:
Since we share the responsibility for the education and socialization of our
 Confirm that attempts to resolve the issue or concern with the staff
students, it is important to address and issue or concern quickly. Some
member as appropriate.
ways to do this include:
 Investigate, identify and lay out steps to address any issues.
 Call the school and leaving a message for the person to return your
 Provide ongoing, timely communication as to the progress of the
call.
investigation.
 Send an email or a note requesting conference with the staff
 Confirm outcome with a written response.
member (this can be a phone or a face-to-face conference)
 Request a written response to your concern (this can include
If the concern requires the involvement of other departments, the
additional information to bring clarity)
administrator will assist the family in accessing the appropriate office and
If the issue cannot be resolved at this level, you should be referred to the
provide a synopsis of the concern to that office (i.e. Transportation, food
appropriate step of Empowerment Guide.
services, student services, etc.)
Our commitment is to provide ongoing support to our students and their families and to resolve any issues/concern at the lowest level possible.
Thank you for your partnership.
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Empowerment Guide for Our Families
Please use this as a reference for the most effective way to get information or resolve a conflict.
Start with step 1 and proceed through the steps as necessary.
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
If not resolved,
If not resolved,
If not resolved,
go to Step 2
go to Step 3
go to Step 4
Classroom practices:
Bullying, harassment, teacher
Curriculum:
Homework, grades, discipline
Student Attendance
Building practices:
Environment, Other Staff complaints
Student Services:
Special Education, 504 McKinneyVento
Discrimination
Student/Family Basic Needs
Student Health
School/Grade Placement
Transportation
Lodge Leader Concerns
Nutrition Services
Quality of Facilities
Safety
Athletics

Step 4

Teacher

Lodge Leader

Director Student Services

Superintendent

Teacher

Lodge Leader

Director Student Services

Superintendent

School Main Office

Lodge Leader

Director Student Services

Superintendent

School Main Office

Lodge Leader

Director Student Services

Superintendent

Teacher/Case
Manager

Lodge Leader

Director Student Services

Superintendent

Teacher/Case
Manager
Teacher/Counselor
School Nurse
Counselor
Driver
Lodge Leader
Food Services Supervisor
Lodge Leader
School Office/ Lodge Leader
Coach

Lodge Leader
Lodge Leader
Lodge Leader
Lodge Leader
Transportation Supervisor
Director Student Services
Director of operations
Director of operations
Director of operations
Athletic Director
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Human Resources / Director
Parent Engagement
Community Services
Director Student Services
Director Student Services
Director of Operations
Superintendent
Superintendent
Superintendent
Superintendent
Human Resources

Superintendent
Superintendent
Superintendent
Superintendent
Superintendent

Superintendent

Family Concern Form
Part One: To Be Completed by Parent/Guardian
Your Name:

Student Name:

Contact Number:

Today’s Date:

Please share with us, how we can assist you today: (Attach additional sheets and documentation if necessary).

Other Parties Involved:

Action Requested:

Part two: To be completed by the Administrator
Date Received:

Administrator Name:

Action Taken:

Follow up with parent/Guardian (include method, date, time):
Follow up/Next Steps:

Signature:
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Special Education Services
We provide special education services for all students with disabilities. These services are available in the general
age range of 3-21. Parent(s)/guardian(s) may initiate referral for testing or placement of their child.
Parent(s)/guardian(s) of students with disabilities have basic rights in the following areas: 1. Notice and consent,
2. Confidentiality of records, 3. Testing and assessment, 4. Individualized educational program, 5. Placement
and 6. Due process, (impartial hearing and/or mediation), a standardized process for resolving disagreements.
The school has the legal responsibility to notify parent(s)/guardian(s) when the school proposes to initiate or
change the identification, assessment or educational placement of the child or provisions of a free appropriate
education to the child; or when the school, upon request of the parent(s)/guardian(s), refused to initiate or
change the identification, assessment or educational placement of the child or the provision of a free appropriate
education to the child. The school must obtain the written consent of the parent(s)/guardian(s) prior to
conducting any pre-placement assessment of a student and prior to placement of a student in a special education
program. If parent/guardian(s) do not consent, the school may ask a hearing officer to decide the issue. For
complete information regarding special education services, please ask for the parent’s information packet.
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Athletics
Chief Leschi School offers a wide variety of athletic programs that are open to all students. Students are
encouraged to become involved. Chief Leschi School is a member of the WIAA Pacific 2B League.
Fall Sports
Football (9th -12th grade)
Volleyball (6th -12th grade)
Cross Country (6th -12th grade)
Cheer (9th -12th grade)

Winter Sports
Wrestling (9th -12th grade)
Boys and Girls Basketball (6th 12th grade)
Cheer (9th -12th grade)

Spring Sports
Fast Pitch (9th -12th grade)
Baseball (9th -12th grade)
Track (6th -12th grade)
Cheer (6th-12th grade)

Athletic Clearance Information Sheet
The following checklist is provided for students to assist them in meeting the requirements to participate on any
athletic team:
A. Have on file in the Athletic Director’s office evidence of the following updated information:
2018-2019 Athletic Registration Form
Section I: Information
Section II: Signed Insurance Information
The name of the insurance carrier must be listed on the Athletic Insurance Form or a completed insurance
application form and payment must be completed.
Section III: Signed Injury Risk/Parent Permission
Section IV: Signed Athletic Eligibility
Section V: Current Physical
Signature by a medical authority provides clearance for athletic participation. Physicals are valid for two
years from the physical date.
Signed Co-Curricular Activity Code
Signatures indicate parental and student acknowledgement of the Athletic Code of Conduct guidelines.
Signed Consent for Disclosure
Signed Concussion Information
Signed Emergency Information
Signatures indicate informed consent of the possibility of endangerment, and authorization for the Chief
Leschi School Coaching Staff to obtain medical treatment in the event of an emergency.
B.

Maintain all academic and attendance eligibility requirements.

C.

Accept the responsibility for all school equipment issued. It is understood that school equipment can be
used or worn only while participating on the team. The cost of replacement of missing equipment will
be charged the student to whom it was issued. Outstanding fines must be cleared before participation
in any co-curricular activity.
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D. Realize the decisions relating to capacities or abilities of athletes, assignments to positions, and attitudes
and actions which directly affect team morale and performance are made by the coach in charge.
E.

Student resides with parent(s) or legal guardian and is enrolled in Chief Leschi School.

Athletic Code of Conduct
Statement of Philosophy
The primary purpose of the athletic program in Chief Leschi School is to promote the physical, mental, esthetic,
social, emotional, cultural and moral well-being of the students through participation and competition.
The athletic program is an important and integral part of the total school program. The opportunity for
participation is open to all students regardless of individual differences. Through voluntary participation, the
student gives time, energy, talent and loyalty to the program. Because participation in the program is considered
a privilege, the student accepts the training rules, regulations, and responsibilities unique to the individual
activity program in which he/she participates.
Because participants are representatives of Chief Leschi School when they perform in public, they are expected
to conduct themselves at all times in a manner that will reflect the high standards and ideals of their team,
activity group, school, and community. Participation in co-curricular athletics within Chief Leschi School
requires that the student maintains successful performance in academics and citizenship and that the student
remains in good standing as defined within the Athletic Code of Conduct. Those students who violate the
Athletic Code of Conduct shall be subject to discipline which may include permanent removal from participation
in school district activities.
The intent of these policies is to ensure the safety and well-being of those who are involved in our athletic
programs. The rules and regulations contained in the Athletic Code of Conduct shall apply to any violation
occurring from the first day of fall practice to the last day of school. The Athletic Code of Conduct will be
enforced in and out of the activity season for all students. It is hoped that these established regulations will also
encourage students to maintain high standards of conduct throughout the year.

Important Terminology
Actual Possession
The act of having a substance in one’s custody or control.

Athletic Appeal Board
The board will serve a term of one (1) school year and consist of the Athletic Director, a building administrator,
one building staff person, and a Chief Leschi School’ employee of the student’s choice (if student desires). The
student will have the right to be accompanied at the hearing by a parent(s) or guardian(s).

Constructive Possession
In the absence of physical possession, if there is knowledge that alcohol, legend drugs, or illegal substances are
available and/or being unlawfully used by others - student athletes have a responsibility to remove themselves
beyond all reasonable doubt and proximity, as soon as reasonably safe from that situation. At off campus events
where drugs, alcohol, or other illegal substances are evident, student athletes who have made a willful choice to
remain at the event, are in violation of the rule.
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Discipline
Any form of corrective action other than probation, suspension, or expulsion can include removal of student
athlete from an activity not to exceed the immediate turnout or contest.

Expulsion
Complete denial of privilege to participate in athletic programs.

Investigative Discovery
Process used by an administrator or coach to conclude a student athlete has committed an athletic code
infraction, proof of the violation must be established by any one of the following:
 Positive identification of a student violation by a teacher, staff member, or school administrator who is
willing to give testimony about the violation. This will require an investigation of the violation.
 Accusations made by parents/adults who are willing to testify against an alleged student violation of
the code. This must be confirmed through an investigation by appropriate school authorities prior to any
disciplinary action.
 An investigation of a student violation of the code must reveal sufficient facts to prove the violation. Such
investigation must be conducted by the appropriate school administrator or his/her designee.

Probation
Period during which the student athlete remains part of the squad while being given an opportunity to correct
deficiencies. During probation, the athlete may continue to participate in turnouts and contests.

Self-Admittance Discovery
Process in which student athletes admit their involvement in an athletic code infraction and are cooperative and
honest in the investigation process.

Suspension
Student athlete may participate in team turnouts and meetings but is not allowed to participate in game related
activity.

General Regulations
A. Washington Interscholastic Activities Association (WIAA) rules must be followed in all cases of
eligibility, transfer, physical examinations, insurance coverage, starting dates, use of school
equipment, etc.
B. No athlete may quit one sport and turn out for another after the season has begun without the mutual
consent of the coaches. Students may participate in one sport per season.
C. Travel Rules for Athletes
1. All athletes are expected to travel to and from athletic contests in which transportation is
provided by the school district. The following exceptions may apply:
a. Injury to a participant which would require alternate transportation.
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b. Home with their own parent, if the parent arranges with the coach, to transport
his/her athlete in their own vehicle and provides a written note indicating they are
taking the student home
2. Athletes are expected to remain with their squad and under the supervision of their coach
when attending any contests.
3. Misconduct of any sort while traveling to and from an away contest will be dealt with
according to school and team policies.
When traveling, athletes are direct representatives of their school, community and homes and
should conduct themselves to the highest standard.
D. An athletic season shall be that portion of a school and/or calendar year during which regularly
scheduled practices, turnouts, rehearsals, meetings, games, events or contests for the specific activity
are conducted under the direct supervision of an approved Chief Leschi School’ coach.
E. Completion of the athletic season is required for the student to be eligible for a letter or other team
or individual awards. (Exception: Injury which limits participation.)
F. An athlete who has been injured and has had medical treatment cannot participate until a signed
release from the doctor is presented to the head coach. The release form will be kept on file by the
athletic director.
G. Any display of unsportsmanlike conduct toward an opponent or official; or use of profanity, obscene
or vulgar language, or gesture, during a practice or contest will result in counseling by the head coach
and possible discipline, which may include suspension.
H. School-owned equipment checked out by a participant in any sport is his/her responsibility. The loss
or misuse of this equipment will be the financial obligation of the participant. Individuals will not
be allowed to participate in any sport until this obligation is fulfilled.
I.

A participant is expected to attend all scheduled practices, meetings, contests and performances
whether or not school is in session. If it is found necessary to miss such, prior arrangements must be
made with the coach.
(WIAA Rule 18.18.2. Students are not to be given special treatment or privileges on a regular basis
to enable them to participate in non-school athletic activities, such as reduced practice times, special
workouts, late arrivals, or early dismissals.)

J.

A participant shall not engage in conduct detrimental to the group or to the school.

K. An amateur athlete is one who engages in athletics for the physical, mental, social and education
benefits he/she derives from and to whom athletics is an avocation and not a source of financial
reward. In order to maintain his/her amateur standing, he/she may not:
1. Accept merchandise or in-kind gifts of more than $300 in value, excluding reduced
membership or user fees for athletic clubs, recreation centers, golf courses, etc. (WIAA 18.23.1)
2. Accept cash reward
3. Enter competition under a false name
4. Accept payment of expense allowances over the actual and necessary expenses for the athletic
trip
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5. Sign or have ever signed a contract to play professional athletics (whether for a money
consideration or not); play or have ever played on any professional team in any sport; receive
or have ever received, directly or indirectly, a salary or any other form of financial assistance
(including scholarships or educational grants) from a professional sports organization or any
of his/her expenses for reporting to or visiting a professional team.
L. Athletic suspensions (which are in percentages) are rounded to the nearest whole number. For
example, a 25% suspension of a 10-game season is equal to two and one half (2.5) games. Two and
one half (2.5) games will be rounded to three games. To satisfy an athletic suspension, students need
to complete the season.

Student Attendance Requirements
A. A student will be allowed an absence from one class period of their academic day in order to
participate in a practice or a game that day. (Assuming the one period absence is excused). An
exception would be if a student had a medically excused absence, such as a doctor’s appointment
(provided written documentation from the physician, orthodontist, etc. is submitted). Students on
suspension (in-school or out-of-school) may not participate, for the duration of the suspension, in
a practices or games.
B. Truancy from any class or portion of a class will be dealt with as follows:
a. First Offense: Suspension for the immediate or subsequent contest or event.
b. Second Offense: May result in the suspension for the remainder of the sport season.
C. Truancy from practice will result in suspension for the next immediate game.

Citizenship Standards
A. All participants should be an example of good citizenship in the school building, classroom, and
sport. Conduct which materially and substantially interferes with the educational process is
prohibited.
B. Any participant referred to the administration for disruptive behavior that requires administrative
action will be made aware of the possible consequences of his/her actions and may receive a
disciplinary sanction.
Upon the second referral, that requires administrative action, the participant will be declared
ineligible to participate in games for the following week.
If there is a third referral requiring administrative action, the participant may be suspended from the
sport for the remainder of the season.
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Academic Standards
WIAA Rule 18.7.0 Scholarship – In order to maintain athletic eligibility during the current
semester/trimester, the student shall maintain passing grades in a minimum of:
3 classes in a 4 period class schedule or the equivalent credits
4 classes in a 5 period class schedule or the equivalent credits
5 classes in a 6 period class schedule or the equivalent credits
6 classes in a 7 period class schedule or the equivalent credits
7 classes in an 8 period class schedule or the equivalent credits
All students must be enrolled in six (6) classes or the equivalent of.
Running Start Courses
One-5 credit quarter course

Equivalent
one high school credit

A. It is the belief of Chief Leschi School that successful academic performance is important for all students.
Therefore, to qualify for the academic standard for athletic competition the student must have:
Earned a 2.0 grade point average and passed 5 of 6 classes the previous semester. Advisory will not
count against an athlete’s eligibility.
B. Students meeting this minimum standard will have their grades monitored through three week grading
periods via grade checks.
C. Students not meeting this minimum standard will have their grades checked weekly by the Athletic
Director after 3:00 pm on Wednesdays.
Students failing to meet the minimum academic requirements on the grade check will be “benched”
until the following Wednesday.
D. Students on academic probation ‘5 weekers’ are not eligible to complete or travel but can practices;
however, once the student has a grade check with a GPA that meets the minimum standards the student
may travel with the team.

Use of Alcoholic Beverages and Drugs
A participant shall not use, consume, possess, transmit, or sell alcoholic beverages, drugs, drug paraphernalia,
narcotics, or tobacco (including smokeless tobacco).
Chief Leschi School recognize that chemical dependency is a serious illness and the use of illegal substances is a
violation of the law.
Any student voluntarily admitting to tobacco, alcohol, or illegal substance use, prior to a reported athletic code
violation, is encouraged to seek help from a school staff member, coach, or administrator. The student athlete
will be recommended for assessment by an accredited assessment agency. For the student athlete to continue to
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participate in team turnouts and game activities, he/she must demonstrate active participation in a certified
Drug or Alcohol Program or Tobacco Cessation Specialist Program (at family’s expense). Verification of
participation in program will be in writing from the counselor on a regular prearranged basis, to the building
Athletic Director. The written verification is a requirement of the student athlete’s participation. If the
verification is not provided, the sanctions listed below will be applied.
Once a student has used this approach to deal with problems of substance use, any subsequent involvement in
substance use will be dealt with at the next step called for based on past violations by the student.

Alcohol and Drug Use On or Off Campus
Violations involving actual use, possession, and/or sale, and, constructive possession:
1. First Violation*
Investigative
Discovery
Self-Admittance
Discovery

Suspension – 50 %
of scheduled contests
Suspension – 25 %
of scheduled contests

NOTE: Suspensions carry over to next season if necessary.

2. Second Violation*
Suspension for one calendar year. If student athlete completes 8 hours of drug/alcohol education
through an agency approved by the building athletic director (at the family’s expense), the Athletic
Appeal Board (through WIAA) may reduce the sanction to expulsion for the remainder of the current
season and suspension from 50% of contests for the next completed season. The student’s presentation
to the board must include a description of lessons learned from the violation and related experience, and
present a plan to prevent future violations.

3. Third Violation
Suspension from athletics for the remainder of the student’s high school eligibility.
Use of Tobacco
Chief Leschi School recognize that the use of tobacco, including smokeless tobacco and e-cigarettes (tobacco or
not), is a potential health hazard and is addictive in nature. The use or possession of tobacco will not be tolerated.
Participants who violate this regulation in or out of season will be subject to the following action:
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1. First Violation*
Investigative
Discovery
Self-Admittance
Discovery

Suspension – 50 %
of scheduled contests
Suspension – 25 %
of scheduled contests

NOTE: Suspensions carry over to next season if necessary.
2. Second Violation*
Suspension for one calendar year. If student athlete completes 8 hours of tobacco education through an
agency approved by the building Athletic Director (at the family’s expense), the Athletic/Activity Board
may reduce the sanction to expulsion for the remainder of the current season and suspension from 50%
of contests for the next completed season.

3. Third Violation
Suspension from athletics for the remainder of the student’s high school eligibility.

Out of Season Violations
Violations involving actual use, possession, sale, and/or constructive possession of drugs, alcohol, and/or
tobacco that occur when a student-athlete is “out of season” may be appealed to the Athletic Appeal Board. The
Board will have the option of applying the standard suspension or reducing the suspension by half provided a
minimum of eight (8) hours of drug/alcohol or tobacco education through an agency approved by the Athletic
Director (at the family’s expense) is completed. If the education requirement has not been met prior to the
completion of the reduced suspension, the original suspension will be reinstituted.
*For the student athlete to continue to participate in team turnouts and game activities, he/she must show
evidence of completing a school approved assessment/screening and follow the recommendations(s) or
Tobacco Cessation Specialist Program (at family’s expense). Verification of participation in program will be
in writing from the counselor on a regular prearranged basis, to the Athletic Director. The written verification
is a requirement of the student athlete’s participation.
WIAA RULE 18.22.2
Penalties for Violation of as defined in Tribal, State, Federal Law (Legend drugs including anabolic steroids
possession, sale, and/or use) or Violation of as defined in Tribal, State, Federal Law (uniform Controlled
Substance Act) – A violation of as defined in Tribal, State, Federal Law shall be considered a violation of the
eligibility code and standards, and shall subject the student to disciplinary actions. Legend drugs are defined
as those drugs that are legal ONLY through prescription. Controlled substances and controlled substance
analogs are defined in TRIBAL, STATE, FEDERAL LAW69.50.101. The following penalties will be
administered:
1st Violation – A participant shall be immediately ineligible for interscholastic competition in the current
interscholastic sports program for the remainder of the season. Ineligibility shall continue until the next sports
season in which the participant wishes to participate. To be eligible to participate in the next interscholastic
sports season, the student athlete shall meet with the school eligibility board consisting of coaches and
administrators selected by the Lodge Leader, to request approval to participate. The school eligibility board will
recommend to the Lodge Leader appropriate action to be taken in the student athlete’s case. The Lodge Leader
shall have the final authority as to the student athlete’s participation in the interscholastic sports program.
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A participant who seeks and receives help for a problem with use of legend drugs (as defined in Tribal, State,
Federal Law -41-010 identified substances) or controlled substances and controlled substance analogs (as defined
in Tribal, State, Federal Law.50.101 identified substances) shall be given the opportunity for assistance through
the school and/or community agencies. In no instance shall participation in a school and/or community
approved assistance program excuse a student athlete from subsequent compliance with this regulation.
However, successful utilization of such an opportunity or compliance with athletic code by the student athlete
may allow him/her to have eligibility re-instated in the athletic program, pending recommendation by the
school eligibility authority.
2nd Violation – A participant who again violates any provision of as defined in Tribal, State, Federal Law shall
be ineligible for interscholastic competition for a period of one (1) calendar year from the date of the second
violation.
3rd Violation – A participant who violates for a third time as defined in Tribal, State, Federal Law shall be
permanently ineligible for interscholastic competition.

Other Undesirable Student Behavior
Undesirable student behavior not covered in the above, including, but not limited to, violations requiring
administrative action as established in the Chief Leschi Student Handbook, theft or malicious destruction of any
school or individual’s property, and/or violations of the law may be dealt with as follows (or more severely as
deemed necessary):
First Offense
Suspension for at least the next scheduled game. (If such behavior occurs after the last scheduled game, the
discipline will carry over into the individual’s next season.)
Second Offense
Suspension for the remainder of the sporting season.

Discipline/Grievance Procedure for Athletic Code of Conduct
Violations
A. Proof of violation must be established by any one of the following:
1. Positive identification of a student violation by a teacher, staff member, school administrator, or law
enforcement agent who is willing to give testimony about the violation. This will require an
investigation of the violation.
2. Accusations made by parents/adults who are willing to testify against an alleged student violation
of the code. This must be confirmed through an investigation by appropriate school authorities prior
to any disciplinary action.
3. An investigation of a student violation of the code must reveal sufficient facts to prove the violation.
Such investigation must be conducted by the appropriate school administrator or his/her designee.
B. Before any disciplinary action resulting in a suspension from a sporting activity shall take effect, as
provided for under these rules, the student shall be verbally advised by the athletic director and a school
administrator of the alleged violation of the rules and the student will have the opportunity to explain
or justify his or her actions. If, after such informal conference with the student, the athletic director or
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school administrator is satisfied that a suspension is justified, the student shall be so notified and the
suspension shall then become effective.
C. The grievance procedure for any suspension from a sport program reads as follows:
When infractions occur within the athletic program, the following process may be followed:
1. Upon the imposition of penalty for infraction(s) of said rules or regulations, any aggrieved student
and parents of said student shall have the right to an appeal before the Athletic Appeal Board to
reverse the decision, uphold the decision, or modify the decision (as defined in Tribal, State, Federal
Law per section V., D., #2 and E., #2) If students and/or parents do not make a written request for
appeal to the Board within three (3) days of the action being grieved, they will have waived their
right to the appeal. The appeal to the Athletic Appeal Board will be held within five (5) school days
of the request.
The board will serve a term of one (1) school year and consist of the Athletic Director, a building
administrator, one building staff person, and a Chief Leschi School’ employee of the student’s choice
(if student desires). The student will have the right to be accompanied at the hearing by a parent(s)
or guardian(s).
2. The aggrieved party may petition to the office of the superintendent of schools within three (3) school
days of the decision. The superintendent of schools, or his/her designee, after hearing the case in
detail, shall render a decision within ten (10) school days of the hearing. Their decision shall be final

Coaches’ Standards
Any additional, specific rules or regulations not covered above within Athletic Code of Conduct which are
established by the coach of a specific sport must be consistent with this Athletic Code of Conduct and must be
approved by the athletic director. Any additional rules and regulations must be in writing, kept on file in the
school office of the athletic director, and each participant must be informed of such rules and regulations and be
provided a copy of them.

Verification of Understanding
To be eligible for participation, a signed verification by the student and parent indicating they have received
and read a copy of the Athletic Code of Conduct as well as the specific rules and regulations of an individual
sport must be submitted annually by the parent or student and kept on file in the office of the athletic director
of the school.
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Parent / Coach Communication
Let the coaches coach

•

The players play

• The referees ref

Parent/Coach Relationship
We are very pleased that your son/daughter has chosen to participate in the Chief Leschi School’ athletic
program. We will do all we can to provide a positive experience for him/her. One of the most important
ingredients to achieve this outcome is to ensure lines of communication are developed to allow for resolution of
questions before they become issues. As a parent, you have a right to know what expectations are placed on
your son/daughter. This brochure is intended to spell out all levels of communication so that parents, coaches,
and athletes are aware of the steps available to them to resolve anything they think is or might become an issue.

Communication to Expect from Your Athlete’s Coach
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Philosophy of the coach.
Expectations the coach has for your son/daughter.
Locations and times of practices and contests.
Team requirements: equipment, off-season training, etc.
Procedures you should follow should your son/daughter become injured during participation.
Participant conduct code and consequences for not following these guidelines.
Requirements to earn a letter.
Disposition of lost/outstanding equipment at the end of the season
Communication concerning your athlete’s role on the team and how he/she fits into the future of the
program.

Communication Coaches Expect from Parents
1.
2.
3.

Concerns expressed directly to the coach first.
Notification of schedule conflicts well in advance.
Specific concerns regarding a coach’s philosophy and/or expectations.

As your son/daughter becomes involved in the athletic programs in our district, he/she will experience some
of the most rewarding moments of his/her life. It is also important to understand that there will be times when
things do not go the way your son/daughter wishes. These situations also create opportunities for lifelong
learning. At these times, discussion with the coach may be the quickest and most effective way to clear up issues
and avoid misunderstandings.

Appropriate Concerns to Discuss with Coaches
1.
2.
3.

The treatment of your son/daughter, psychologically and physically.
Ways to help your son/daughter improve.
Concerns about your son/daughter’s behavior.

At times, it may be difficult to accept the fact that your student is not playing as much as you or he/she would
like. Coaches are professionals who make judgment decisions based on what they believe are best for the team
and all involved. As you have seen from the list above, certain things can and should be discussed with the
coach. We ask that other things, such as those that follow, be left to the discretion of the coach.
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Coaches’ Decisions
1.
2.
3.

Playing time
Team strategy
Matters concerning other student-athletes

There are situations that may require a conference between the coach, the athlete, and the parent. These are
encouraged. It is important that all parties involved have a clear understanding of the other person’s role and
position. When these conferences are necessary, the following procedures should be followed to help resolve
the concern.

If you have a Concern to Discuss with a Coach, Please Follow the Procedure Below:
1.

2.
3.
4.

Please do not approach a coach before or after a contest or practice. These can be emotional times for both
the parent and the coach. Meeting at these times usually does not work well for any of the parties
involved.
Your son/daughter should first talk with the coach about the concerns.
Call to set up an appointment with a coach please call CLS office at 253-445-6000
If the coach cannot be reached after a reasonable time please call the Athletic Director (253-445-6000).
He/she will arrange an appointment for you.

The Next Step
What can a parent do if the meeting with the coach did not provide a satisfactory resolution?
1. Call and set up an appointment with the Athletic Director to discuss the situation
2. (253-445-6000 ext. 3052).
3. At this meeting, the appropriate next step can be determined as necessary.
Whether or not this step is ever reached, please keep in mind the following protocol when you elect to pursue a
concern you have regarding your son/daughter’s experience in one of our athletic programs. Please make
contact as follows:
1. Assistant Coach (if applicable)
2. Head Coach
3. Athletic Director
4. Lodge Leader
5. Superintendent
Research indicates a student involved in sporting activities has a greater chance for success during adulthood;
these programs are encouraged and well supported. Many of the character traits required to be a successful
participant are exactly those that will promote a successful life after high school. We hope the information
provided in this document helps make involvement in Chief Leschi School’s athletic programs as enjoyable and
as positive as possible for both you and your student. Thank you for your support.
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Coaches’ Code of Conduct
Chief Leschi School believes that participation in athletics is an important and integral part of the total school
program. It is our belief that those who coach student-athletes are first and foremost, teachers who have a duty
to assure that their sports programs promote important life skills and the development of good character. It is
our belief that the core ingredients of character building are embodied in sportsmanship and these core ethical
values: trust, respect, responsibility, fairness, caring, teamwork, and hard work. We believe further that the
highest potential of sports is achieved when teacher-coaches consciously teach, enforce, promote, and model
these values and are committed to pursuing success with honor. Finally, we believe that sincere and good faith
efforts to honor the words and spirit of this Code will improve the quality of our programs and the well-being
of our student-athletes. This Code applies to all coaches involved in our athletic programs.
Coaches have an obligation to treat others with respect.
The obligation to treat others with dignity and respect is not limited to interactions with student-athletes, but
also includes treatment of other coaches, faculty, staff, and administrators; the athletes and personnel of other
teams, officials, referees, and members of the news media and the public.
Athletic programs by definition require coaches to interact enthusiastically and sometimes physically with
student-athletes. As a result, latitude is given to defining appropriate behavior in the context of athletic training
and competition. However, conduct that is verbally or physically threatening or abusive, belligerent, or
harassing is not appropriate.
Coaches shall not take advantage of their relationship with and influence over student-athletes for personal
advantage.
Coaches will actively promote the good health and well-being of student-athletes. Coaches will defer to and
enforce the recommendations of trainers and other medical professionals.
Coaches shall provide instruction on the fundamentals of their sport, the promotion of the safety, good health,
and the well-being of student-athletes.
Coaches are to be fair and will not show preferential treatment on competitive situations, selecting a team,
disciplinary issues, the enforcement of team policies and rules, and all other matters.
Coaches will be faithful to the educational and character-development goals of the school and assure that these
objectives are not compromised to achieve sports performance goals. Coaches agree to place the academic,
emotional, and physical well-being of athletes above the desire and pressure to win.
Coaches shall not in the performance of their duties by words or conduct demonstrate prejudice or bias based
on race, sex, religion, age, disability, national origin, or sexual orientation, and will not allow members of their
staff or those under their control to do so.
WSSAAA News - June 2008
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Advice for Parents, from their Athlete
By Tom Doyle
My last few years as an athletic director, I began asking our athletes about their experience of high school
athletics. Specifically, I questioned them about the role of their parents in their athletic experience. One day, I
had a brainstorm to get feedback from them and share it with their parents. I asked three simple questions. First,
“What do your parents do in your athletic experience that embarrasses you?” Secondly, “What are the things
that you really appreciate your parents doing in your athletic experience?” Finally, “If you knew I was talking
with your parents tonight at a Parent Night, what would you like me to tell them about your athletic
experience?”
The responses were fascinating and honest. Most parent groups are shocked and, at the same time, pleased to
hear this information. It might be interesting for coaches to ask their own athletes the same questions, compile
the answers, and share them with parents. Be careful, of course, to protect the anonymity of specific athletes.
They need to know that they are protected if they are to share safely.
Imagine collecting the answers to these three simple questions, then going to a Parent’s Night and telling the
parents what their kids told you. Coming from you, they ignore the information. Coming from their kids, it can
have a powerful impact. Look at the following responses:

Things parents do that embarrass their kids.













Trying to teach me how to do something “correctly” after a game
Coaching during games even though you aren’t the coach

Telling me what I was doing wrong after every game
Being asked to leave a field by an official
Going crazy at the refs – because that is not your job. It is the coach’s job to question bad calls
Taunting other players, opponents, refs
Yelling things at coaches and getting involved with something that was between the coach and
me and was none of their business
Coming to a game drunk or after drinking
Acting disappointed with what I am doing instead of reassuring me that I will do better next
time
Getting a technical foul against our team
Don’t say, “(nickname), you really look cute in your uniform, honey”, and hug me!

Some of these scenarios are mind-boggling. We all know about parents who come to contests after drinking, but
we sometimes forget how humiliating it can be for their son or daughter. The same could be said for parents
who are asked to leave the field by an official because they were so out of control.
I have several times, including two times in one night, one at a girls’ game, one in a boys’ game, seen athletes
running down the basketball court, looking into the stands, and either shouting or mouthing the words, “Shut
up”, to one of their out of control parents in the stands.
We all know how difficult it is for a coach to have parents “coaching” their athlete to do something differently
than the coach is teaching it at practice. For a coach to ask a kid to pass the ball and for the parent to scream “Shoot!” - all the time, causes conflict in the athlete. For a parent to question the coach’s ability or knowledge at
the dinner table puts the athlete in the position of siding with the parent or with the coach. What a difficult
position this is for a teenager! Do we really want to do that?
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Things parents do that their kids really appreciate!











Taking time out of your busy schedules to come to games and support what they do
Bringing snacks after a game
Supporting the whole team, not just me
Cheering the team even when losing badly
Telling them they did a good job
Being proud of them even when they didn’t win
Being quiet unless cheering with everyone else
Never yelling at a coach or ref
Making friends with the other parents
Telling a “negative” parent to be quiet – Tootsie Roll Pop!

We had one girls’ basketball parent who will go down in “Awesome Parent History” for coming up with the
Tootsie Roll Pop routine. She would bring a box of the candies into the gym. I never allowed food in the gym,
but made an important exception for this mom. Whenever a parent got too loud or too out of control, whenever
they shouted at the officials or at the opponents, mom would reach into her cache and hand the parent a Tootsie
Roll Pop. The first time or two, she had to make the obvious suggestion to the parent to put the Pop into his or
her mouth. Within a very short time, parents understood clearly that they were out of line if handed a Tootsie
Roll Pop. Before long, parents would catch themselves and suggest out loud to themselves that they might be
better off calming down before they were handed one. No one ever took offense to being handed one and, before
long, our parent crowd became very aware of the impact of their behavior and cheered more and more positively
for our team, not against the other team.
We ought to encourage parents to get to know the parents of the other athletes on the team. Kids appreciate that.
More importantly, it gives parents the very important knowledge needed to be a responsible parent. If we know
the other parents in the stands, we can call them up and ask them if there really is a party at their house this
week or if someone is going to be home when the kids are over. It is difficult enough parenting today; we must
take advantage of the help we can get by knowing the other parents.

Advice from the kids to you, the parents!













Don’t get frustrated if your kid isn’t playing well or the team is losing
Don’t become too involved in our sports lives
Stay in the stands and know your role
Encourage regardless of performance
Kids don’t tolerate parents trying to get their kid to play. It should be between the player and the coach
If I don’t play, don’t be angry at me or the coach
Tell your kid not to steal
Relax and let kids have fun
Don’t make a scene
Remember it is your child’s team
It is not a life or death situation; it is just a game

This is a very powerful set of suggestions. Everyone can take something away from this advice. Kids want
parents to treat them with some respect. They want the parents to realize that this is the athlete’s experience, not
the parents’. They want to be loved whether they played well or played poorly. They want to have FUN.
Kids love it when their parents come and watch them play. They also seem to love it when they bring snacks
and allow the athlete to enjoy the experience.
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Parents ought to have conversation with their sons/daughters to find out exactly why they are playing a sport
before they start. During the season, the parents ought to remember that it is the athlete’s experience, not theirs.
After contests, parents should allow some time to pass before talking with their son or daughter about the
contest. Kids need time to unwind, to move past the competition, to evaluate themselves, and to “come down”
after the excitement of competition. Give them that time.
Your athletes’ responses will be very similar to the ones here. Collect them and share them with parents. You
will find this to be a very powerful resource for working with parents. Send out the list in a newsletter…put it
in your game program. Constant reminders help parents to remember their role in their kid’s athletic experience.
Refer to it when a parent comes into your office to complain about how a coach is treating their kid. Keep it in
front of parents and you will cut down on some of the issues that cause conflict between your parents and the
coaches. It will make a difference!
Tom Doyle, a retired athletic director from Seattle Prep, is the business manager of Personal Perceptions
Northwest and author of “True Coaching and the Sports Parent Manual”. tkdoyle@speakeasy.net
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Appendix A
Suspension and Expulsion
Appeals and Timelines
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Grievances and Appeals
A. Grievance Procedure for Short-Term Suspension (as defined in Tribal, State, Federal Law)
Prior to the short term suspension of any student, a conference shall be conducted as follows:
1. An oral or written notice of the specific misconduct shall be provided to the student;
2. An oral or written explanation of the evidence in support of the specific misconduct shall be provided
to the student;
3. An oral or written explanation of the suspension which may be imposed shall be provided to the
student; and
4. The student shall be provided the opportunity to present his/her explanation.
If the short-term suspension is to exceed one calendar day, the parent of the student shall be notified of the
reason for the suspension and the duration of the suspension orally or by U.S. mail as soon as reasonably
possible. The notice shall also inform the parent or guardian of the right to an informal conference and that the
suspension may possibly be reduced as a result of such conference.
Any parent/legal guardian or student who is aggrieved by the imposition of a short-term suspension shall have
the right to an informal conference with the administrator or designee for the purpose of resolving the grievance.
At such conference the student and parent/legal guardian shall be subject to questioning by the administrator
and shall be entitled to question staff involved in the matter being grieved. (as defined in Tribal, State, Federal
Law) The student, parent, or guardian, after exhausting this remedy, shall have the right, within two school
business days, to present a written and/or oral grievance to the superintendent appointed appeals
administrator. If the grievance is not resolved, the parent/legal guardian and student, shall have the right to
present a written grievance to the Superintendent within two school business days after consideration of the
grievance by the appeals administrator. A meeting may be held with the superintendent for the purpose of
considering the grievance within ten school business days. The Superintendent shall notify the parent and
student of its response to the grievance in writing within ten school business days after the date when the
grievance was presented. If the grievance is not resolved, the student, parent, or guardian shall have the right to
present a written and/or oral grievance to the board of directors during the board’s next regular meeting
pursuant to as defined in Tribal, State, Federal Law. The board shall notify the student, parent, or guardian of
its response to the grievance within ten school business days after the date of the meeting. The short-term
suspension shall continue notwithstanding implementation of the grievance procedure unless the administrator
or designee elects to postpone such action.
B. Appeal Process for Long-Term Suspension or Expulsion (as defined in Tribal, State, Federal Law)
Prior to a long-term suspension or expulsion, written notice of an opportunity for a hearing shall be delivered
to the parent/legal guardian and student by certified mail or in person. The notice shall be in the parent's
primary language and shall specify: (1) the alleged misconduct and the school rules alleged to have been
violated, (2) the recommended corrective action proposed, (3) the right to a hearing for the purpose of contesting
the allegation(s), (4) that if a written or oral request for a hearing is not received by the staff member named in
the notice on or before the third school business day after the notice is received, the hearing shall be waived and
the recommended long term suspension or expulsion shall take effect.
If a hearing is requested, the matter shall be scheduled for a hearing within three school business days after the
date the request was received. The hearing shall be conducted before a hearing officer appointed by the
Superintendent. The hearing officer must not be a witness and shall determine the facts of each case solely on
the evidence presented at the hearing. Additionally, the hearing officer shall:
1. Give notice of the date, time, and place of the hearing to the administrator, and the parent and student,
and may postpone the date and time and change the place for good cause or upon the mutual agreement
of the parties;
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2. Answer any questions that the parent and student or counsel may have about the nature and conduct
of the hearing;
3. Conduct the hearing with full authority to control the conduct of all persons present, subject to the
general directions of this regulation, and to limit questioning that is unproductive or irrelevant. The
hearing officer may not provide testimony.
4. State in writing the findings as to the facts, conclusions and disposition to be made. The decision shall
be provided to the parent and student. The disposition need not be the action recommended by the
administrator but shall not exceed the penalty he/she recommends. The disposition should explain the
reason for the particular decision.
5. Transmit the written findings and disposition to the administrator and the parent and student within
5 school days after the hearing.
The parent and student and the District or representatives shall be permitted to inspect in advance of such
hearing any affidavits or exhibits which are to be submitted at the hearing. The parent and student shall have
the opportunity to be represented by counsel, to explain the alleged misconduct and to present affidavits,
exhibits, and such witnesses as desired, as well as the opportunity to question and confront witnesses, unless a
school District witness does not appear and the nonappearance of the witness is excused by the person(s) hearing
the case based upon evidence of good reason for doing so submitted by the school District. The evidence
submitted by the school District must at a minimum establish either:
1. That the District made a reasonable effort to produce the witness and is unable to do so; or
2. That it is not advisable for the student to appear due to an expectation and fear on the part of the
responsible District official(s); or
3. The student of retaliation against the student if he or she appears as a witness. (as defined in Tribal,
State, Federal Law)
When students are alleged with violating the same rule and have acted in concert and the facts are essentially
the same for all students, a single hearing may be conducted for them if the hearing officer believes that the
following conditions exist:
1. A single hearing shall not likely result in confusion, and
2. No student shall have his/her interest substantially prejudiced by a group hearing.
If the hearing officer finds that during the hearing a student's interests shall be substantially prejudiced by the
group hearing, he/she may order a separate hearing for that student. The parent and student have the right to
petition for an individual hearing.
The District must provide an opportunity for a student to receive educational services during a period of long
term suspension or expulsion.
C. Appeal Process for Emergency Expulsion
The provisions governing the appeal process for long-term suspensions or expulsions shall apply except:
1. Written notice of the emergency expulsion shall be sent by certified letter deposited in the U.S. mail
within twenty-four hours of the expulsion or by hand delivery to the student's parent(s) or guardian(s)
within twenty-four hours of the expulsion and documenting delivery by obtaining his or her signature
acknowledging receipt or the written certification of the person making the delivery. If the notice is by
certified letter, reasonable attempts shall be made to notify the student and his or her parent(s) or
guardian(s) by telephone or in person as soon as reasonably possible.
2. The hearing must occur no later than the second school business day after receipt of the request or
mutually agreed upon by the parents for another date.
3. The hearing officer shall render the decision within one school business day after the conclusion of the
hearing. The decision shall set forth the conclusions (including a conclusion as to whether the immediate
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and continuing danger giving rise to the emergency expulsion has terminated and whether the
emergency expulsion shall be converted to another form of corrective action. (Tribal, State, Federal Law)
The District must provide an opportunity for a student to receive educational services during a period of
emergency expulsion.
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Chief Leschi Schools Mission Statement
Rooted in traditional values, Chief Leschi Schools provides a culturally and
academically rich environment that prepares our students for future success.
Chief Leschi Schools Vision Statement
Chief Leschi Schools honors the wisdom of our past and partners with our
community to develop WARRIOR PRIDE in our students and staff.

Welcoming
Advocate

Prepared

Responsible

Resilient

Respectful

Inquisitive

Innovative

Determined

Optimistic

Engaged

Resourceful

Profile of Graduates: Chief Leschi Schools
College and Career Readiness
Students experience a rigorous learning environment that fosters thoroughness, critical thinking, tenacity,
and collaboration with others. These learning experiences prepare students to transition beyond high
school. Our graduates are ready to enter and succeed in post-secondary education, training, and
employment.

Life Skills
Our students graduate as lifelong learners with the skills and tools to face challenges with confidence.
Critical skills for life success include financial literacy, healthy living, vocational planning , civic and
cultural engagement, teamwork, and home and family management.

Wellness
CLS graduates develop a sense of identity and confidence by discovering who they are both
independently and as members of their community. Our students learn to honor the Traditional Ways,
and to be resilient and overcome obstacles.

Culture
CLS students graduate with a knowledge of the traditional ways and values of their Native American
ancestors. They apply this cultural knowledge as both a tribal community member and as a member of
the global community, and they participate in the revival of the Lushootseed language. Graduates have
pride in their heritage and tribe, which they celebrate through song and dance

Chief Leschi Schools
5625 52nd Street East
Puyallup, WA 98371
www.LeschiSchools.org
Phone: 253-445-6000 / Fax 253-445-2354

